Worn tips can diminish your scaling efficiency. Check your inserts every week to maintain optimal performance.

25% Efficiency Loss (Reorder)  50% Efficiency Loss (Discard)
HOW TO USE YOUR WEAR GUIDE

1. Locate the diagram of the insert to be measured (use color as guide).
2. Position point \( A \) to point \( B \) as shown and/or align the curvature of the tip (circled) to match the guide.
3. Rotate insert until tip is flat against the card.
4. Evaluate tip condition, comparing length to red/blue bars.
   - Reorder tips when 25% efficiency loss (blue bar)
   - Discard tip when 50% efficiency loss (red bar)

Learn more at Hu-Friedy.com/Inserts
To reorder inserts call 1-800-Hu-Friedy or your authorized Hu-Friedy dealer.
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